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Foreword
The Austrian Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology (BMK) has been publishing an Annual Report on Road Safety in
Austria since 2007. The report offers an overview of the road safety work carried out
in Austria in the reporting year as well as information on the current trends in the road
accident statistics.
The Austrian Road Safety Programme (RSP) 2011–2020 was published in 2011. The current Annual Report outlines the progress in implementing the measures in its individual
areas of intervention and provides details of the corresponding successes in reducing
the number of accidents, injuries and fatalities on Austria’s roads.
The Annual Report supports the organisations involved in road safety work – such as
research institutes, government ministries and regional authorities – in the development,
planning and implementation of further road safety measures. This, in turn, establishes
the basis for achieving the ambitious goals set in the Road Safety Programme for the
period to 2020 and allows any necessary adaptations to be made in a timely manner.
Effective road safety work can only be achieved if the necessary data are available for
analysis and evaluation. Since 2012, an electronic Accident Data Management (ADM)
system has replaced the use of accident statistics reports as data collection method and
greatly extended the scope and coverage of the data collected. In a major change, all
accidents are now also assigned spatial coordinates using georeferencing, a development
which makes it significantly easier to identify sites with a high concentration of accidents.
The accident data collection catalogue, which had already been considerably expanded
in 2012, was optimised again during a system migration in January 2018. New mandatory
data elements were also defined and added to the catalogue.

Road safety work is teamwork – the goals of the Road Safety Programme will be achieved if everyone makes a contribution.
The Austrian Road Safety Programme 2011–2020 is available
for download at https://www.bmk.gv.at/en/topics/transport/
roads/safety/programmes_annualreports/rsp2020.html.

Figure 1: The Austrian
Road Safety Programme
2011–2020
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1 Road Safety Work
Improving road safety is a matter of both national and international concern. This section
outlines the activities that are being carried out to improve road safety in Austria as
well as the contributions that Austrian organisations make to international endeavours
in this field.

1.1 Road Safety Work in Austria
Road safety in Austria is a joint task that is shared by various institutions including, for
example, local and regional authorities, political parties, research institutes and non-governmental organisations. The figure below provides an overview of these institutions
and how they interact with each other.

Figure 2: Road safety institutions in Austria
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At the core of road safety work in Austria lies the Austrian Road Safety Programme, which
was enacted in 2002 for the period from 2002 to 2010. This was followed directly by the
Austrian Road Safety Programme 2011–2020, the first edition of which was published in
February 2011. Following a comprehensive interim evaluation in 2015, a second edition
of the Austrian Road Safety Programme 2011–2020 was published in 2016.
The entry into force of the Austrian Accident Investigation Act [Unfalluntersuchungsgesetz] in 2006 led to the establishment of the Austrian Road Safety Advisory
Council as a forum for decision makers in matters relating to road safety. The Advisory
Council’s primary tasks lie in the preparation, evaluation and development of road safety
programmes for all modes of transport. Its members include the transport spokespersons
for the parliamentary political parties, transport safety experts as well as representatives of government ministries, local and regional authorities, mobility clubs, chambers
of commerce and industry, trade and labour associations, interest groups and research
institutions. The Road Safety Advisory Council’s Roads Task Force was actively involved
in the preparation of the Austrian Road Safety Programme 2011–2020, is supporting the
programme throughout its duration and evaluates it at regular intervals.

1.2 International Institutions
Austria is an active participant in many international road safety organisations and
working groups. The table below contains a list of international institutions with Austrian
participation.
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Table 1: International organisations and working groups
Organisation
CARE
European Road Accident Database
CEDR
Conference of European Directors of Roads
ECTRI
European Conference of Transport Research Institutes
ECR
Euro Contrôle Route
ERSC
European Road Safety Charter
ERTRAC
European Road Transport Research Advisory Council
ETSC
European Transport Safety Council
European Commission

Website
ec.europa.eu/transport/road_safety
cedr.eu
ectri.org
euro-controle-route.eu
erscharter.eu
ertrac.org
etsc.eu
ec.europa.eu/transport/road_safety

FEHRL
National Road Research Centres in Partnership

fehrl.org

FERSI
Forum of European Road Safety Research Institutes

fersi.org

GRSP
Global Road Safety Partnership
ITF
International Transport Forum
IRTAD
Accident Database of OECD
JTRC
Joint Transport Research Centre of OECD and ITF

grsproadsafety.org
itf-oecd.org/
itf-oecd.org/IRTAD
itf-oecd.org/research-centre

La Prévention Routière Internationale

lapri.org

OECD
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

oecd.org

PIARC
World Road Association

piarc.org

ROADPOL
European Roads Policing Network
UNECE
Global Forum for Road Traffic Safety
WHO
World Health Organisation

roadpol.eu
unece.org/trans/main/welcwp1.html
who.int
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1.3 Awareness-Raising Measures and Campaigns
Numerous road safety awareness-raising measures and campaigns were carried out
in 2019. This section provides a brief overview and description of a selection of these
activities, measures and campaigns.

1.3.1 International Activities
The European Commission and the EU Member States have set themselves the target
of reducing both the number of fatalities and the number of people who suffer serious
injuries on Europe’s roads by 50 % by the year 2030. Austria is actively participating in
many of the different activities that are being undertaken to achieve this target.

EU Road Safety Exchange
As part of its efforts to reduce the number of fatalities and serious injuries on Europe’s
roads, the European Commission has launched a transnational project known as the
EU Road Safety Exchange. Managed by the European Transport Safety Council (ETSC),
the project brings together road safety experts from across Europe to learn from each
other by sharing experiences and best practices. The goal and purpose of this learning
initiative is to tackle key dangers on the roads more effectively using smart ideas and
measures and thus ultimately further improve the safety of road users. To achieve this
goal, Austria has joined forces with eleven other Member States in the three-year EU
Road Safety Exchange project to share expertise on ‘Particularly Vulnerable Road Users
and Infrastructure’ and ‘Infrastructure – Construction and Maintenance’. Particular emphasis is being placed thereby on joint efforts. Although Europe’s roads are among the
safest in the world, and road safety in Europe has improved greatly in recent years, the
number of people seriously or fatally injured in road accidents nonetheless remains far
too high: in 2018, over 25,000 people lost their lives on Europe’s roads. And while the
number of road accident fatalities has fallen by 21 % since 2010, the decrease from 2017
to 2018 lay at only 1 %. Road safety performance varies greatly across the individual EU
Member States. Sharing best practices in reducing speed, building safe infrastructure,
improving enforcement, collecting data or raising the safety of pedestrians, cyclists and
other vulnerable road users in urban areas will serve to tackle the disparities and thus
also to further close the road safety gap that exists in Europe.
Further information on the EU Road Safety Exchange project can be found at
ec.europa.eu/transport/road_safety/road-safety-exchange-twelve-eu-member-statesteam-improve-road-safety_en.
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1.3.2 National Activities and Events
Numerous national road safety conferences and events were held in Austria throughout
2019. Awards were once again also presented for outstanding achievements in this field.
A selection of these events are described below.

State Mobility Awards 2019: ‘Innovation as the Engine of Economic Growth’ –
Federal Ministry of Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation
and Technology
The 10th State Mobility Awards were presented to Austrian enterprises and institutions
at a gala awards ceremony on 25 November 2019. The theme for the 10th anniversary
edition of the awards was ‘Innovation as the Engine of Economic Growth’ and recognised the relevance of the transport and mobility sector both for the economy and for
the central challenges facing society. The State Mobility Awards are presented in four
categories. In 2019, the award in the category ‘Research. Develop. Show New Paths.’
was presented to the Austrian Institute of Technology (AIT) for ‘COMPAS’, a research
project that uses imaging systems to substantially increase the safety of trams. The
award in the ‘Raise Value Added. Develop New Markets.’ category went to the ÖBB Rail
Cargo Group for its ‘Innovation TransANT’ project, an innovative, modular and flexible
concept that allows train carriages to be efficiently adapted to meet diverse logistical
requirements. The award in the category ‘Operate. Use. Learn.’ was won by ALP.Lab for
‘Motorway as Sensor’, a project to create new services to safely test automated vehicle
functions and fully autonomous vehicles. The award in the category ‘Make Mobility
Safe. Minimise Risks.’ was presented to the City of Vienna, Municipal Department 46
for its ‘Bike Box’ project, which creates special waiting areas for cyclists at particularly
dangerous intersections to remove them from the blind spots of heavy goods vehicles.
In addition to the awards in these four main categories, the first prize in the ‘Future
Award’ competition was presented in 2019 to Martin Aggarwal for his Master’s Thesis
on the construction and design of a fuel cell system for snowmobiles.
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Figure 3: A Bike Box, Photo:
Austrian Road Safety Board

Federal Congress on Municipal Road Safety – Austrian Association for
Research on Roads, Railways and Transport
The first Austrian Federal Congress on Municipal Road Safety was held on 7 May 2019
in Vienna. The goal of the new event was to provide information on current trends and
developments in road safety to as wide an audience as possible. The congress was
divided into three blocks, each of which concentrated on a particular road safety theme.
The first block focused on cyclists, pedestrians and other vulnerable road users, the
second on infrastructure issues, and the third on driving speeds. The audience thus
gained insights into new developments and strategies in various areas of road safety
work and a number of related specialist topics.

ZVR Traffic Law Day – Vienna University of Economics and Business, Austrian
Road Safety Board
The 13th ZVR Traffic Law Day was held in September 2019 in Vienna. Organised by the
Austrian Road Safety Board and Vienna University of Economics and Business (who also
hosted the event), the conference once again focused on current topics relating to traffic
law in various legal disciplines. The main theme from a road traffic law perspective was
‘Impairment on the Roads’, where the discussion focussed in particular on the benefits
and limitations of indicative and evidentiary procedures in detecting the presence of
addictive substances in motorists. The delegates also took a closer look at the test and
deployment options for saliva screening devices. Further topics of discussion included
sports law, traffic law amendments, claims settlements and tort law.
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Figure 4: A presentation at
the ZVR Traffic Law Day,
Photo: Austrian Road Safety
Board

13th Pedestrian Symposium 2019 – Walk-space.at
Around 180 national and international experts met in Kufstein on 17 and 18 October
2019 to attend the 13th Walk-space Pedestrian Symposium and share ideas and best
practices on this year’s theme for the event – ‘Made for sharing – it’s all happening in
our vibrant public spaces’. In a series of keynote talks, workshops, networking sessions,
panel discussions and project presentations, the delegates discussed new concepts for
sustainable outdoor meeting spaces, strategies to revitalise town centres and topics
relating to the future of mobility. They also looked in detail at another important issue,
namely the health benefits of walking. Road safety aspects were discussed thereby in
connection with the International Charter for Walking, one of the aims of which is to
reduce the barriers that limit people’s ability to walk safely in public spaces.
Figure 5: 13th Pedestrian
Symposium 2019, Photo:
Walk-space
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Road Safety Day – Austrian Road Safety Board
On 27 April 2019, the Austrian Road Safety Board, Vienna Police Department and numerous partner organisations hosted a Road Safety Day. The event focused on key road
safety questions such as ‘Why do seat belts save lives?’ or ‘What should I do when an
accident occurs?’ Around 4,000 visitors took the opportunity to experience the dangers
and risks on the roads for themselves in a safe environment at over 20 interactive booths.
The highlights of the day included a mountain bike trial show with Austrian professional
cyclists Tom Öhler and Stefan Eberharter, an interactive incident response exercise
with the police and emergency services, a bicycle training circuit and a mobile Ö3 radio
studio. The Austrian Road Safety Board and Vienna Police Department were supported
in this event by the Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility,
Innovation and Technology, ASFINAG (Austrian motorway and expressway operator),
Austro Control (Austrian air traffic management company), the Austrian Institute of
Technology, AUVA (Austrian workers’ compensation board), Hitradio Ö3, City of Vienna,
Municipal Department 46, ÖBB (Austrian Federal Railways), Wiener Linien (Vienna public
transport operator), the Vienna Red Cross and the automobile clubs ÖAMTC and ARBÖ.
Figure 6: Road Safety Day,
Photo: Austrian Road Safety
Board/Austria Press Agency
Photo Service/Schedl

Ö3 Road Safety Awards: ‘Heroes of the Roads’ – Hitradio Ö3, Federal Ministry
for Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology
In March 2019, the Ö3 Road Safety Awards were presented for the 18th time in six
categories: ‘Ö3ver of the Year’, ‘Emergency Services’, ‘Police’, ‘Fire Service’, ‘Motorway
Maintenance’ and ‘Public Transport’. The awards recognise real-life ‘Heroes of the Roads’,
i.e. people and institutions who have made an outstanding contribution to road safety.
The 2019 ‘Ö3ver of the Year’ was Rainer Niederländer from Rustorf bei Schwanenstadt,
whose prompt actions in a major fire in the Gleinalm Tunnel on the A9 Pyhrn motorway
provided crucial eyewitness information to the authorities and warned other motorists.
The awards in the other five categories were won by the Austrian Mountain Rescue
Service, the Road Maintenance Department Gröbming (both in the ‘Emergency Services’
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category), the Vienna Department of Traffic, the Wolkersdorf volunteer fire service, the
ASFINAG Motorway Maintenance Crew in Graz Raaba and Zillertaler Verkehrsbetriebe AG.
Figure 7: Ö3 Road Safety
Awards presentation
ceremony, Photo: ORF/Hans
Leitner

Blind Spot Symposium – Austrian Road Safety Board
At the end of June 2019, more than 120 experts met in Vienna to attend the ‘Preventing
Blind Spot Accidents – New Measures and Initiatives to Improve Road Safety’ symposium.
The delegates received presentations on innovations from Austria and abroad, identified
areas where there is a need for action and considered potential joint solutions. The
topics discussed included research findings on the safety potential of advanced driver
assistance, corresponding solutions proposed by manufacturers as well as successful
infrastructure measures and awareness-raising activities.

“To protect all road users, it is important to repeatedly draw attention
to the dangers of blind spots.” — Herbert Wiedermann
Figure 8: Blind Spot Symposium, Photo: Austrian Road
Safety Board
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VCÖ Mobility Awards 2019 – VCÖ
The VCÖ Mobility Award is Austria’s most sought-after accolade for climate friendly
mobility and sustainable goods transport and is awarded each year in cooperation with
the Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and
Technology, the Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Regions and Tourism and ÖBB (Austrian Federal Railways). In 2019, a total of 388 projects and concepts were submitted
for consideration in eleven categories on the theme of ‘Advancing the Transformation
of Mobility’. The awards were presented to the chosen winners at a gala event on 17
September. The overall winner in 2019 was ‘Corporate Mobility at Mahle’ [‘Betriebliche
Mobilität Mahle‘], a mobility management lighthouse project organised by the Carinthian
transport association Verkehrsverbund Kärnten GmbH and its partners to encourage staff
at two local companies in the Mahle Group – Mahle-Filtersysteme and Bosch Mahle – to
switch to public transport or bicycles for their mobility needs. Cycling-related projects
also received the awards in two further categories. The ‘Regional Policy and Municipal
Transport Planning’ award was won by a study that examined the cycle path network in
the main Styrian metropolitan area [‘Radnetzstudie des Steirischen Kernballungsraums’],
while the award in the ‘Active Mobility’ category went to a concept to create a network
of cycle paths of consistently high quality in the City of Salzburg [‘Radhauptnetz der
Stadt Salzburg‘]. In addition to promoting a comfortable alternative to cars in an urban
area, this concept also focuses on raising road safety for cyclists.
Figure 9: VCÖ Mobility
Awards 2019, Photo: VCÖ/
Matthäus Schmid
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1.3.3 Selected National Awareness-Raising Measures and Campaigns
Numerous activities were carried out in Austria at both national and provincial level in
2019 to draw the attention of road users to various aspects of road safety. This section
provides an overview of some of the corresponding campaigns and awareness-raising
measures.

‘Two-Wheelers’ and ‘Safely to School’ Campaigns – Federal Ministry for
Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology
The awareness-raising measures organised in 2019 by the Federal Ministry for Climate
Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology focused above all on
the topics of two-wheelers and travelling safely to and from school. The corresponding
campaigns addressed road safety aspects relating to e-scooters, bicycles and motorcycles and provided information both on how to ride such vehicles correctly as well as
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Figure 10: ‘Two-wheelers’
road safety campaign by
the Federal Ministry for
Climate Action, Environment,
Energy, Mobility, Innovation
and Technology, Images:
Federal Ministry for Climate
Action, Environment, Energy,
Mobility, Innovation and
Technology
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‘Two Seconds – A Safe Distance Saves Lives’ Campaign – ASFINAG
As part of its ‘Hello Life’ initiative, ASFINAG, the Austrian motorway and expressway
operator, focused in its 2019 road safety campaign on maintaining a safe distance.
The campaign communicated a clear message and recommendation: always maintain
a distance of at least two seconds to the vehicle in front – regardless of the speed at
which you are driving. To promote this message, campaign posters were mounted on
motorways and expressways throughout Austria and an awareness-raising film was
released to illustrate the consequences of rear-end collisions.
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Figure 11: ASFINAG ‘Hello
Life’ campaign, Image/Photo:
ASFINAG

Passt Ihr Abstand?
Burgenland Road Safety Day and Road Safety Days in Schools – Province of
Burgenland
The Burgenland Road Safety Day 2019, which was held in the provincial capital, Eisenstadt, focused on mopeds, alcohol and drugs. Around 250 schoolchildren attended the
event, where they were guided around a series of booths, each addressing a different
aspect of road safety. The participating schoolchildren had the opportunity to test their
driving skills on a moped simulator, drive round a test circuit wearing alcohol or drug
impairment simulation goggles, practice for the new online moped driving test, try on
protective clothing, learn first aid skills or discover the consequences of driving under
the influence of alcohol or drugs.
To ensure that schoolchildren in the central and southern regions of Burgenland
are also aware of the dangers and risks associated with mopeds, alcohol and drugs,
individual Road Safety Days were likewise held in schools throughout the province. These
Road Safety Days in schools followed a similar format to the event in Eisenstadt, with the
booths set up at each school for a morning, thus enabling a further 900 schoolchildren
to learn more about the focus topics.
Figure 12: Burgenland Road
Safety Day, Photo: Province
of Burgenland
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Car-Free Day at Lake Wörth – Province of Carinthia
While the annual car-free day at Lake Wörth in Carinthia had to be postponed in 2019
to September due to poor weather, it still attracted plenty of visitors despite the cool,
autumn temperatures. Local residents and visitors from across Carinthia and beyond
took advantage of the opportunity to cycle or jog on the roads round the lake without
having to avoid the traffic. Over the years, this annual event has succeeded in raising the
popularity of cycling and reducing the inhibitions that many people have about riding a
bike. The rising popularity of e-bikes also means that – at least in the warmer months
of the year – more and more cyclists are now using bicycles as a mode of transport
even for longer journeys.
Figure 13: Car-free day at
Lake Wörth, Photo: Kärnten
aktiv Veranstaltungs- und
Catering GmbH/Josef Kuess

Guardian Angels Festival – Province of Lower Austria, Safety Forum Lower
Austria
The Province of Lower Austria and the Safety Forum Lower Austria organised a ‘Guardian
Angels Festival’ in the municipal gardens in Tulln for the winners of the province’s 2019
Guardian Angel competition. Over 1,000 children from 27 primary schools visited the
festival and joined in the activities at the various interactive learning stations set up by
the participating organisations.
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Figure 14: Guardian Angels
Festival, Photo: Philipp
Monihart

Young Mobility Convention – ÖAMTC, Province of Upper Austria, AUVA - Allgemeine Unfallversicherungsanstalt, Red Cross Upper Austria, TIER Mobility
The Young Mobility Convention, a targeted event for children, was organised by the
Upper Austrian branch of the ÖAMTC automobile club in partnership with the Province
of Upper Austria, AUVA (the Austrian Worker’s Compensation Board), the Red Cross
Upper Austria, ÖBB, the police force and the e-scooter rental company TIER. On 1 and 2
July 2019, the organisers set up 16 booths in the convention centre in Wels to offer the
participating children a comprehensive, interactive road safety experience. The topics
addressed included distraction on the road, riding bicycles or e-scooters safely, the
dangers of blind spots and safety measures at railway stations. The goal of the event
was to teach the children how to handle the risks they might encounter on the roads,
in particular on the journey to and from school.
Figure 15: Young Mobility
Convention, Photo: ÖAMTC/
Laresser
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‘RespekTier’ Road Safety Campaign 2019 – Province and City of Salzburg
With a wink of the eye and definitely no raised fingers, the 2019 ‘RespekTier’ road safety
campaign in Salzburg appealed to all road users – pedestrians, cyclists, skateboarders,
car drivers, moped riders and other motorists alike – to use their common sense and
treat each other with respect. A colourful yellow and orange animal-like mascot was
created especially for the campaign, whose name reflects the play on words in its title –
‘RespekTier’ (a combination of the German words for respect and animal). Short stories
demonstrating how the ‘RespekTier’ handles situations on the road in a friendly way were
posted on YouTube, displayed on posters, published in online media and broadcast in
cinemas and on all social media channels used by the Province of Salzburg. The mascot
also accompanied people in their vehicles – in the form of ‘RespekTier’ air fresheners
distributed by the campaign’s partner organisations.
Figure 16: The ‘RespekTier’
mascot, Photo: Province of
Salzburg

Raising Awareness of the ‘Blind Spot’ – Province of Styria
A lorry turning right constitutes a particularly dangerous situation on the roads. Despite
the legally required mirrors, lorry drivers are still unable to see all areas around their
vehicles. This raises the risk of accidents, above all for cyclists and/or pedestrians
located in these blind spots. In 2019, the Province of Styria ran a poster campaign to
raise awareness of this critical situation and appeal to all road users to take particular
care in the vicinity of lorries.
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Figure 17: ‘Blind Spot’
awareness-raising campaign,
Images: Province of Styria
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‘Close to’ – Risk Prevention for Novice Drivers – Province of Tyrol
The ‘Close to’ prevention project draws young people’s attention to the risks of drink
driving by providing them with first-hand descriptions of real-life drink-driving accidents.
Volunteers who have been involved in such accidents visit schools to talk to pupils about
their experiences with drink driving as well as the consequences of their actions in later
life – both for themselves and the people close to them. They volunteer to participate
in the project to ensure that young people learn about the dangers and consequences
of drink driving not only in theory but also from personal experience. Their authentic
stories and descriptions leave a lasting impression on their young audiences.
Figure 18: ‘Close to’ project,
Photo: Province of Tyrol
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E-Bike Road Safety Training – Province of Vorarlberg
Still a rarity only a few years ago, it is now hard to imagine the roads without them
– electric bikes, or e-bikes for short. But there are significant differences that need
to be considered when switching from a conventional bicycle to a motorised version,
particularly with regard to weight, acceleration, cornering and braking. To give cycling
enthusiasts the chance to learn how to ride e-bikes safely and correctly, the Province
of Vorarlberg organised special courses with professional trainers to teach them the
advantages and pitfalls. The three-hour courses covered a range of topics such as
braking, steering, cornering and switching gears and provided participants with an ideal
opportunity to practice and improve their skills and balance on a specially designed
training circuit.
Figure 19: E-bike road safety
training course, Photo: Province of Vorarlberg

Safebike – City of Vienna
It is crucial for riders of single-track motor vehicles to continually improve their driving
skills – especially when it comes to braking manoeuvres or driving round bends. The
Safebike Initiative, a free training programme offered by the City of Vienna, has been
providing motorcyclists with the opportunity to do so for many years. In 2019, some
1,000 motorists participated in a total of seven training events at the driving skills
training centre in Pachfurth in Lower Austria and an open day on Josef-Meinrad-Platz
in Vienna, where they received training from qualified instructors on how to correctly
handle challenging traffic situations.
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Figure 20: Safebike, Photo:
Motorradreporter

Further Awareness-Raising Measures and Campaigns
Further examples of road safety measures, activities and campaigns carried out in 2019
in Austria include:
•

Burgenland: ‘Safe Burgenland – Get on Board! Recognise the Risks!’ campaign
[‘Sicheres Burgenland – sei dabei! Erkenne dein Risiko!’]

•

Carinthia: Vote to choose the Province’s most popular school crossing guard and
most popular school crossing police officer

•

Lower Austria: TREKKIE research project on the repair, renovation and upgrade of

•

Salzburg: Reflective safety vests for kindergarten children

•

Tyrol: Tyrolean Motorcycle Safety Package 2019 – a series of measures to prevent

railway level crossings

motorcycle accidents
•

Upper Austria: Promotion of services to transport people home at night after
events; cycling proficiency training courses at schools

•

Vienna: Vienna Road Safety Festival [Wiener Sicherheitsfest]; Road Safety Training
Days [Sicherheitspädagogische Tage]

•

Vorarlberg: ‘Almost Grown Up – Children on the Roads’ road safety brochure

•

[‘Fast schon groß - Kinder im Straßenverkehr’]; cyclist training courses for women;
‘Vorarlberg Bike Cavaliers’ [‘Der Ländle Rad-Ritter’] cycling proficiency training at
primary schools; Safety Days
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2 Implementation of the Road
Safety Programme
The Austrian Federal Government and, in particular, the Federal Ministry for Climate
Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology as the main government
body responsible for road safety, have set themselves the target of making Austria’s
roads among the safest in the EU. To achieve this, a new Austrian Road Safety Programme for the period from 2011 to 2020 was developed to follow on its predecessor,
the Road Safety Programme 2002–2010. The sections below provide information on the
implementation of the Road Safety Programme 2011–2020.

2.1 Road Safety Programme 2011–2020
While significant progress was already achieved through the first Austrian Road Safety
Programme 2002–2010, Austria nonetheless still only occupies a mid-range position
in the EU road safety rankings. Accordingly, a further Road Safety Programme for the
period from 2011 to 2020 was developed to continue the country’s activities in this area.
The road safety philosophy adopted in the Austrian Road Safety Programme
2011–2020 is based on the ‘Safe System approach’ in which “responsible cooperation,
shared responsibility and joint action come together to create a safe environment for
ALL road users in Austria”. These joint actions and efforts should serve to reach the
following numerical targets compared to the corresponding average values for the years
2008 to 2010:
•

50 % fewer fatalities by 2020

•

40 % fewer serious injuries on the roads by 2020

•

20 % fewer personal injury accidents by 2020

The philosophy behind the Road Safety Programme 2011–2020:
working together to create a safe system for all road users in Austria.
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To achieve these targets, a catalogue of over 250 measures in 17 fields of action was
drawn up. Responsibility for each measure is assigned to one or more organisations
and/or levels of jurisdiction. The measures are broken down further into the following
four categories:
1. Accident prevention
2. Mitigation of the consequences of accidents
3. Groundwork as basis for further measures
4. Lobbying at EU level
Each measure is also assigned an implementation timeframe (start package / short
term / medium term / long term). The ten areas of intervention listed below have been
assigned top priority, since they hold the greatest potential for reducing the number of
fatalities on Austria’s roads:
•

Specific road user groups (e.g. pedestrians, young drivers)

•

Alcohol and drugs

•

Motorcycle accidents

•

Seat belts

•

High accident concentration sections and integrated road network safety management

•

Fatigue and distraction/lack of due care and attention

•

Speed management on rural roads

•

Accidents on level crossings

•

Enforcement

•

Driver education

The Road Safety Programme itself is being monitored and adapted throughout its duration by the Austrian Road Safety Advisory Council’s Roads Task Force. The Austrian
Road Safety Fund established at the Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment,
Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology, in turn, finances key research activities that
support road safety work in Austria and funds road safety campaigns and initiatives.
Wherever possible, any measures relating to the Road Safety Programme should be
accompanied by appropriate evaluations.
A comprehensive interim evaluation of the Road Safety Programme 2011–2020
was carried out in 2015. This revealed that the interim targets formulated for the year
2015 had been narrowly missed: when compared with the baseline figures, the number
of fatalities on Austria’s roads had fallen by 23 % (target: -25 %), the number of seriously
injured road users had decreased by 16 % (target: -20 %), while the number of injury
accidents had dropped by 7 % (target -10 %). Accordingly, the goals of preventing accidents and reducing the numbers of fatalities and injured road users, especially those
suffering serious injuries, continue to be vigorously pursued. Based on the findings of
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the interim evaluation, the Austrian Road Safety Programme 2011–2020 was updated in
2016 to reflect the current trends on the roads and in road accident statistics.
The target figures set in the Austrian Road Safety Programme for the years
2011–2020 are as follows: 50 % fewer road fatalities than the average for the years
2008–2010 (target: 311), 40 % fewer seriously injured road users (target: 5,354) and
20 % fewer injury accidents (target: 32,543) by 2020. In 2019, the interim targets were
clearly missed (416 fatalities, 7,384 seriously injured road users and 35,736 accidents).
Table 2: Road accident statistics for 2019, Source: Statistics Austria
Indicator

Total

Fatalities

416

Seriously injured road users

7,384

Injured road users

45,140

Injury accidents

35,736

Notes:
The term ‘accident’ refers to road accidents that result in injuries to road users. A road
accident is deemed to have occurred when one or more road users are killed, injured
or sustain some other form of damage to their health on public roads as a result of a
sudden traffic-related incident involving at least one moving vehicle.
Injured road users are persons who sustain serious or minor injuries in a road
accident. In general, a health impairment that lasts longer than 24 days is classed as
‘serious’. Until 31.12.2011, injuries to road users were classified into three categories:
serious injuries, minor injuries and non-discernible injuries. The ‘non-discernible injuries’ category was dropped with effect from 1.1.2012. Since then, all injuries have been
explicitly assigned to a specific category.
In Austria, road accident fatalities are persons who die as a result of a road
accident, either immediately or within 30 days of the accident.
Road accident victims are persons who are killed or suffer injuries (serious or
minor) as a result of a road accident.
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Figure 21: Road accident
trends in Austria since 2000;
Sources: Statistics Austria,
Federal Ministry for Climate
Action, Environment, Energy,
Mobility, Innovation and
Technology.

Note:
In order to permit a statistical comparison of accident numbers prior to and after 2012
despite the change in the data collection method, the data pertaining to injury accidents
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and the numbers of seriously injured persons prior to 2012 have been adjusted by a
factor of 1.085 and 1.213 respectively and are shown on the graph using a dotted line.

2.2 Legal Changes Pertaining to Road Safety in Austria
In light of the frequently changing parameters and framework conditions in relation
to road safety, the corresponding legislation is also constantly being amended and
supplemented. The relevant changes to laws pertaining to road safety in Austria that
came into effect in 2019 are outlined below.

Acoustic Alarm Signal for New Types of Electric and Hybrid Electric Vehicles
Regulation (EU) No 540/2014)
SInce 1 July 2019, all new types of pure electric and hybrid electric vehicles must be
fitted with an Acoustic Vehicle Alerting System (AVAS) to signal their presence and protect pedestrians, cyclists and other vulnerable road users. The AVAS shall automatically
emit a sound when the vehicle is travelling in a speed range from start-up to 20 km/h
and while it is reversing. Electric and hybrid electric vehicles registered prior to 1 July
2019 which are not fitted with AVAS do not need to be retrofitted with such a system.

Mandatory Child Seats (36TH Amendment to the Austrian Motor Vehicles Act
[Kraftfahrgesetz], Federal Law Gazette I No. 19/2019)
The body height requirement for the mandatory use of a child seat has been reduced
from 150 cm to 135 cm. Accordingly, the previous exception to the height requirement
has now become the standard. The Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment,
Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology continues, however, to recommend the use
of child seats for children up to a height of 150 cm. Failure to observe the child seat
provisions is subject to a fine of up to 5,000 euros and the receipt of demerit points on
the responsible motorist’s driving licence.

Driving in the Emergency Vehicles Lane (19th Amendment to the Austrian
Driving Licence Act [Führerscheingesetz], Federal Law Gazette I No. 76/2019)
In the past, motorists have repeatedly continued to drive illegally in the lane that must
be cleared for the emergency services on a motorway or expressway following an accident and thus hindered emergency services vehicles. From 1 September 2019, driving in
such a lane has been added to the list of demerit points offences. Drivers of multi-track
vehicles will receive demerit points simply for driving in the emergency services lane,
while riders of single-track vehicles will only receive demerit points if they hinder the
access of emergency, breakdown, repair or road services vehicles.
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Ban for Attempts to Cheat in the Driving Test (19th Amendment to the Austrian Driving Licence Act [Führerscheingesetz], Federal Law Gazette I No.
76/2019)
Attempts to ‘cheat’ in the driving theory test using technical devices like cameras or
headphones are on the increase. To put an end to such offences, candidates caught
using technical devices to obtain assistance from other persons who are not present in
the exam room and whose results are thus not valid will be banned from retaking the
driving test for a period of nine months.

Automated Parking and Driving (1st Amendment to the Austrian Automated
Driving Directive [Automatisiertes Fahren Verordnung], Federal Law Gazette II
No. 66/2019)
The 1st Amendment to the Austrian Automated Driving Directive, which came into force
on 11 March 2019, now distinguishes between test drives with highly or fully automated
vehicles that are only accessible to restricted groups (vehicle manufacturers, research
institutions, etc.) and the use by all drivers of the driver assistance systems (e.g. automatic parking, motorway assist) that are now fitted as standard by car manufacturers.
Distance control, speed and lane-keeping assist systems that allow drivers to take their
hands off the steering wheel can thus now be activated during test drives on motorways
and expressways. During automatic parking assist manoeuvres, drivers can now not only
take their hands off the steering wheel, they are also allowed to trigger the manoeuvre
from outside the vehicle, e.g. using a remote control or app, as long as they are able to
stop the process again at any time.
The general regulations regarding liability remain, however, unchanged. While the
Directive stipulates that certain driving tasks may be transferred to driver assistance
systems, responsibility remains with the driver in the event of an accident. Drivers are
thus still obliged to intervene immediately in critical situations or when the system fails
to react correctly. Since drivers must be ready to act at all times, they are not permitted
to perform secondary tasks while driving, such as watching videos or, more generally,
using a mobile phone without a hands-free system.

Unified Legal Situation Nationwide for E-Scooters (31st Amendment to the
Austrian Road Traffic Act [Straßenverkehrsordnung], Federal Law Gazette I No.
37/2019)
The legal situation for e-scooters (defined in the Austrian Road Traffic Act as a “small
or mini scooter with an electric motor”) has been unified across Austria since 1 June
2019. As long as the scooter does not exceed a peak output of 600 W and a maximum
speed of 25 km/h, it is subject in essence to the same regulations that are applicable
for bicycles. Accordingly, e-scooters must be ridden on cycle paths or lanes, while
age-related restrictions and mandatory equipment provisions have likewise been defined.
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Launch of New Digital Moped Driving Test (16th Amendment to the Austrian
Driving Licence Act Implementing Provisions [Führerscheingesetz-Durchführungsverordnung], Federal Law Gazette II No. 349/2018)
Since March 2019, the driving theory test for category AM (moped, moped car, quad)
licences can only be taken in digital format. The paper-based test is no longer available.
In the switch to the new format, the catalogue of test questions was amended and
expanded, with the focus shifted to current causes of accidents and a strong emphasis
now also placed on the importance of a defensive approach to driving.

New Priority Rules for Cyclists (30th Amendment to the Austrian Road Traffic
Act [Straßenverkehrsordnung], Federal Law Gazette I No. 18/2019)
The 30th Amendment to the Austrian Road Traffic Act introduced new priority rules, in
particular for cyclists. In parallel traffic travelling in the same direction, vehicles continuing straight ahead take priority over those turning right. The zipper merge system
now applies at the end of a cycle path, which no longer needs to be indicated by road
markings. Cyclists are now only obliged to wait when exiting cycle paths without bicycle
crossing lanes.

Driving Ban Calendar 2019 (Federal Law Gazette II No. 95/2019)
To separate summer holiday and heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic, a driving ban calendar
was also issued in 2019. This establishes the dates and times when trucks, articulated
lorries and HGVs with trailers with a total mass exceeding 7.5 tonnes are not permitted
on specific roads, e.g. on Saturdays in the summer months and on the days prior to and
after public holidays.

Changes to the EU Directive on Road Safety Infrastructure Management
(Directive (EU) 2019/1936)
The publication of Directive (EU) 2019/1936 in the Official Journal of the European Union
on 26.11.2019 introduced important changes for road safety infrastructure management
such as the extension of its scope beyond the trans-European transport network (TEN-T),
the introduction of a network-wide road safety assessment based on proactive and reactive
elements as well as a focus on the detectability and visibility of road markings and traffic
signs for human drivers and automated driver assistance systems. The new provisions
are to be transposed into national law by 17.12.2021.
To support the Member States in the transposition of the Directive, an Expert
Group for Road Infrastructure Safety (EGRIS) and three sub-groups have been set up.
The three sub-groups focus respectively on the development of non-binding guidance
on methodologies for network-wide road safety assessments, common specifications for
road markings and traffic signs as well as the design and layout of so-called forgiving
roads. The sub-groups are made up of traffic and road safety experts, representatives
of road and transport authorities, non-governmental organisations, interest groups and
industry as well as other relevant experts.
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The EGRIS Working Group, which is composed of representatives of the EU Member
States, discusses the proposals of the individual sub-groups with the Commission. The
use of any proposals is determined by a simple majority vote, with the Commission then
ultimately deciding on the further course of action.

EU Regulation on the General Safety of Vehicles and the Protection of Vehicle
Occupants (Regulation (EU) 2019/2144)
Regulation (EU) 2019/2144 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27.11.2019
on type-approval requirements for motor vehicles and their trailers, and systems,
components and separate technical units intended for such vehicles, as regards their
general safety and the protection of vehicle occupants and vulnerable road users was
adopted on 27.11.2019 and came into force in January 2020.
The Regulation establishes provisions for vehicle safety as well as for the protection and safety of occupants for vehicles in the following categories: M (motor vehicles
for the carriage of passengers; cars and buses), N (motor vehicles for the carriage of
goods; HGVs) and O (trailers). Key new provisions established for such vehicles include
advanced emergency braking systems for passenger cars and light commercial vehicles
(categories M1 and N1) to protect pedestrians, cyclists and other vulnerable road users.
These systems will become mandatory for EU type-approval of all new vehicle types
from 7 July 2024 and for the first-time registration of new vehicles from 7 July 2026.
Emergency lane-keeping assistance systems and advanced emergency braking assistance
systems will also become mandatory for passenger cars and light commercial vehicles
with effect from 6 July 2022 for EU type-approvals and from 7 July 2024 for first-time
vehicle registrations.
Blind spot assistance systems and advanced collision warning systems that are
capable of detecting pedestrians, cyclists and other vulnerable road users will become
mandatory for HGVs (categories M2, M3, N2 and N3) with effect from 6 July 2022 for
EU type-approvals and from 7 July 2024 for first-time vehicle registrations. In the case
of an HGV, the high position of the driver leads not only to an increased blind-spot area
but also to poorer direct vision around the driver’s compartment. Accordingly, the area
of direct vision should also be improved to enhance the direct visibility of pedestrians,
cyclists and other vulnerable road users from the driver’s cabin. This measure will become
mandatory for EU type-approvals from 7 January 2026 and from 7 January 2029 for
first-time vehicle registrations.
Intelligent speed assistance systems, alcohol interlock installation interfaces,
advanced systems to warn of driver fatigue and dwindling attention, and systems to
protect vehicles against cyberattacks will become mandatory for all vehicle categories
with effect from 6 July 2022 for EU type-approvals and from 7 July 2024 for first-time
vehicle registrations.
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2.3 Areas of Intervention
The Austrian Road Safety Programme identifies specific areas of intervention that hold
the greatest potential for reducing the number of fatalities on Austria’s roads. This
section of the Annual Report outlines the measures that have been implemented in
these individual areas.

2.3.1 Specific Road User Groups
Some groups of road users have been identified for particular consideration in the various
areas of intervention. The trends and measures implemented for these specific road user
groups are described below first by age group and then for selected modes of transport.
Figure 22: Children as road
users, Photo: stock.adobe.
com/ondrooo

Children (0–14 years of age)
In 2019, 2,722 children were injured on Austria’s roads. This corresponds to a reduction
of around 6 % compared to 2018. 16 children were killed in road accidents in Austria in
2019, far more than in the previous years. Around 38 % of these fatally injured children
were on foot at the time of the accident, around 19 % were travelling in motor vehicles,
around 13 % were riding bicycles and a further 13 % were using other types of leisure
or sports equipment.
Around 41 % of the children injured on the roads in Austria in 2019 were travelling in motor vehicles at the time of the accident, around 21 % were on foot, around
23 % on bicycles and around 6 % on mopeds. The share of children among total road
accident fatalities on Austria’s roads rose from under 1 % in 2018 to almost 4 % in 2019.
The accidents in which children were fatally injured occurred in all Federal Provinces
with the exception of Styria.
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Table 3: Children (0–14 years of age), Source: Statistics Austria
Indicator

2019

Road accidents

2,480

Injured road users

2,722

Seriously injured road users

263

Fatalities
Share of total fatalities

16
3.8 %

Measures implemented in 2019:
•

Production of a road safety handbook as part of the ‘Model Regions – Safe
Mobility for 10-14-year-olds’ project funded by the Austrian Road Safety
Fund. The ‘Sicher.aktiv.mobil’ [‘Safe.active.mobile’] handbook provides
tips for public institutions and organisations on how to make walking and
cycling more attractive for day-to-day journeys. In addition to background
information on the development and mobility of 10-14-year-olds, it details
the parameters and necessary steps that need to be considered when
implementing measures in practice.

•

The Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility,
Innovation and Technology ran a ‘Safely to School’ awareness-raising
campaign that addressed the road safety aspects of journeys to and from
school.

•

Publication of a new edition of the road safety brochure ‘Kleine Radprofis
– Der sichere Weg in die Verkehrsrealität. Ein Ratgeber für Eltern.’ [‘Young
Cyclists – Safe on the Roads. A Guide for Parents.’].
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Figure 23: Young road users,
Photo: iStock/Georgijevic

Young road users (15–24 years of age)
In 2019, 10,863 young road users between the ages of 15 and 24 were injured in road
accidents in Austria, 58 of them fatally. The share of road users in this age group among
total road accident fatalities in Austria lay at around 14 % and was thus approximately
1 % higher than in the previous year.
The majority of young accident victims in 2019 were driving or travelling in a car
at the time of the accident (around 50 %). Around 28 % were riding a moped. Of these,
around 60 % were male. 866 young cyclists (around 8 % of young accident victims) were
involved in road accidents, with young men also making up a larger share (around 66 %)
of the victims in this group than women.
Table 4: Young road users (15–24 years of age), Source: Statistics Austria
Indicator

2019

Road accidents

11,886

Injured road users

10,863

Seriously injured road users

1,315

Fatalities

58

Share of total fatalities

13.9 %

Measure implemented in 2019:
Since March 2019, the theory element of the driving test for category AM
(moped, moped car, quad) licences can only be taken in digital format. In the
switch to the new format, the catalogue of test questions was amended and
expanded. The focus was also shifted thereby to current causes of accidents
and the importance of a defensive approach to driving.
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Figure 24: Older road users,
Bild: stock.adobe.com/Daniel
Myjones

Older road users (65+)
In 2019, 127 people over the age of 65 – around 31 % of all road accident fatalities in
the reporting year – were killed on Austria’s roads. After decreasing in the previous
year to 121 fatalities (approximately 30 %), the share of older road users among total
road accident fatalities thus rose once again in 2019. Members of the 65+ generation
primarily suffered fatal injuries in car accidents or as pedestrians or cyclists. Around
28 % of road accident victims in this age group in 2019 suffered serious or fatal injuries.
In 2019, 53 people over the age of 65 were killed in Austria while travelling
in motor vehicles, 4 more than in the previous year. While the number of pedestrian
fatalities in the 65+ age group rose compared to the previous year (2019: 40; 2018: 25),
fewer cyclists in this age group were killed in road accidents in 2019 than in previous
years (18 fatalities). Overall, around 57 % of all pedestrian or cyclist fatalities in Austria
in 2019 were in the 65+ age group.
Table 5: Older road users (65+ years of age), Source: Statistics Austria
Indicator

2019

Road accidents

7,979

Injured road users

5,971

Seriously injured road users

1,552

Fatalities
Share of total fatalities
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127
30.5 %

Figure 25: Pedestrians,
Photo: iStock/olaser

Pedestrians
In 2019, 3,646 pedestrians were involved in road accidents in Austria, thus continuing
the downward trend seen in the previous years (2017: 3,936; 2018: 3,855). The number
of pedestrian fatalities did however rise sharply – from 47 in 2018 to 69 in 2019 – yet
remained nonetheless below the corresponding figures for 2016 and 2017 (73 in each
of those two years). The share of pedestrians among total road accident fatalities thus
rose from around 12 % in 2018 to around 17 % in 2019. The number of seriously injured
pedestrians in Austria decreased in 2019 to 787, 71 fewer than in the previous year.
As in previous years, more women (around 53 %) than men (around 47 %) were
injured as pedestrians in Austria in 2019. Pedestrian fatalities were highest in the 65+
age group (40 fatalities; 58 %), with a relatively high share also reported for pedestrians
in the 25-34-year-old age group (6 fatalities; 9 %).
Table 6: Pedestrians, Source: Statistics Austria
Indicator

2019

Road accidents

3,696

Injured road users

3,577

Seriously injured road users
Fatalities
Share of total fatalities

787
69
16.6 %
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Measure implemented in 2019:
The Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology organised a ‘Heavy Goods Vehicle Road Safety Summit’
on 19 February 2019. A package of measures was agreed to improve road
safety for vulnerable groups – especially pedestrians and cyclists in connection with heavy goods vehicles. It was also agreed that the 6th Road Safety
Fund Call for Tenders would focus on the topic of ‘Heavy Goods Vehicles’.

Figure 26: Cyclists, Photo:
stock.adobe.com/Alex

Cyclists
In 2019, there were 8,096 accidents involving cyclists on Austria’s roads. The number of
road accidents involving cyclists thus fell compared to the previous year (2018: 8,138). A
total of 33 cyclists were killed and 8,134 injured in these accidents. The share of fatally
injured cyclists among total road accident fatalities fell by around 2 % in comparison to
the previous year (2019: around 8 %; 2018: 10 %; 2017: around 8 %).
The number of people fatally injured while cycling increases with age. In 2019,
around 76 % of all cyclist fatalities on Austria’s roads were 50 years of age or over.
Twice as many men (22) as women (11) were fatally injured while riding a bicycle; overall,
around 63 % of cyclists injured in road accidents were male and around 37 % were female.
Around 25 % of all cyclists involved in road accidents suffered serious or fatal injuries.
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Table 7: Cyclists, Source: Statistics Austria
Indicator

2019

Road accidents

8,096

Injured road users

8,134

Seriously injured road users

2,004

Fatalities

33

Share of total fatalities

7.9 %

Measures implemented in 2019:
•

The Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology ran an awareness-raising campaign for
two-wheelers that focused on the road safety aspects of cycling.

•

In response to the high demand, the Federal Ministry for Climate Action,
Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology published new
editions of two of its road safety brochures ‘Kleine Radprofis – Der sichere
Weg in die Verkehrsrealität. Ein Ratgeber für Eltern’ [‘Young Cyclists – Safe
on the Roads. A Guide for Parents.’] and ‘Richtig ausgerüstet? Informationen und Tipps zur verkehrssicheren Ausstattung Ihres Fahrrads’ [‘Properly
Equipped? Information and Tips on Making Your Bike Road-Safe.’]

Figure 27: Mopeds, Photo:
stock.adobe.com/Andreas G.
Karelias

In 2019, 585 moped drivers were seriously injured and 2,746 suffered minor injuries in
road accidents in Austria. Moped passengers were also injured in the 3,377 accidents
involving mopeds (49 seriously and 372 with minor injuries). Around 81 % of the moped
riders involved in road accidents in 2019 were between 15 and 24 years of age.
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Young males have the most accidents while riding a moped: around 48 % of all moped
accident victims in 2019 in Austria were young men in the 15-19-year-old age group. In
contrast, the majority of injured moped passengers were female (247 women, 175 men).
Of the 9 moped drivers fatally injured on Austria’s roads in 2019, 6 were young road
users between the ages of 15 and 17 (1 of whom was female).

Note:
The term ‘rider’ refers both to the drivers of single-track vehicles as well as to the
passengers on such vehicles.
Table 8: Moped accidents, Source: Statistics Austria
Indicator

2019

Road accidents

3,377

Injured road users

3,331

Seriously injured road users

585

Fatalities
Share of total fatalities

9
2.2 %

Measure implemented in 2019:
Since March 2019, the theory element of the driving test for category AM
(moped, moped car, quad) licences can only be taken in digital format. As
part of the switch to the new format, the catalogue of test questions was
amended and expanded. The focus was also shifted thereby to current causes
of accidents and the importance of a defensive approach to driving.

2.3.2 Alcohol and Drugs
In 2019, the share of alcohol-related accidents among all road injury accidents in Austria lay at 7.1 % and was thus almost 1 % higher than in the year before. Only marginal
changes had been recorded in this figure in the previous years, which lay consistently
between 6 % and 6.7 % in the years from 2010 to 2018.
The number of alcohol-related road accidents in 2019 remained constant in
Burgenland but rose in all other Federal Provinces. A total of 32 road users were fatally
injured in such accidents, 1 fewer than in both 2017 and 2018. The number of people
injured in alcohol-related road accidents rose to 3,227 (2018: 2,959). The share of road
users injured in alcohol-related road accidents among all road users injured likewise
rose to 7.1 % (2018: 6.4 %).
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In 104 road accidents in Austria in 2019, the roadworthiness of the persons involved was
determined to have been impaired by the use of drugs/addictive substances. 4 people
were killed and 160 injured in these accidents.
Table 9: Alcohol-related accidents, Source: Statistics Austria
Indicator

2019

Road accidents

2,536

Injured road users

3,227

Seriously injured road users

627

Fatalities

32

Note:
In Austria, an alcohol-related road accident is one in which at least one of the persons
involved (motorist or pedestrian) is determined to have been under the influence of
alcohol pursuant to § 5 (1) of the Road Traffic Act [Straßenverkehrsordnung] or to have
exceeded the maximum permissible blood/breath alcohol level as defined in Article
14 (8) of the Driving Licence Act [Führerscheingesetz] or for whom “reduced fitness to
drive/alcohol” or “alcotest refused” was recorded.

Measures implemented in 2019:
•

‘Don’t Take Drugs and Drive’ [‘Lass Drogen nicht ans Steuer‘] awareness-raising campaign by the Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology.

•

Trial of new roadside saliva screening tests: the new screening device
tests saliva for the presence of chemical drug groups including opioids,
cocaine, methamphetamines or amphetamines. If the test is positive, a
medical officer is called upon to determine the impairment. The Federal
Ministry of the Interior supplied each Federal Province with one screening
device for use in the trial. Police officers were given special training in how
to test for drugs using the device.

“Each test for drug impairment on the roads is essentially also a
preventive measure to improve road safety.” — Federal Minister Karl
Nehammer (adapted)
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2.3.3 Motorcycle Accidents
In 2019, 2,536 people were injured in road accidents in Austria while riding a motorcycle, a decrease of 7.5 % compared to 2018. The number of motorcycle fatalities also
fell sharply – 61 motorcyclists were fatally injured on Austria’s roads in 2019 compared
to 92 in the previous year. As in the previous years, men were involved in motorcycle
accidents far more frequently than women: 86 % of injured motorcyclists and around
97 % of motorcycle fatalities in Austria in 2019 were male.
While a few years ago motorcycle accidents were still predominantly the domain
of the ‘young rebels’, nowadays the majority of such accidents involve motorcyclists over
the age of 40. The so-called late starters – motorcyclists who start riding a motorcycle
at age 40 or older – are particularly at risk. Around 47 % of the motorcyclists injured in
Austria in 2019 were between 40 and 59 years of age.
Table 10: Motorcycle accidents, Source: Statistics Austria
Indicator

2019

Road accidents

2,485

Injured road users

2,536

Seriously injured road users

1,049

Fatalities

Measures implemented in 2019:
•

Evaluation of the additional practical driving instruction module for
category A driving licences for people aged 39 or over. In the course of
the evaluation, it was determined that while the analysed accident data
indicated no significant effect, the two additional driving lessons were well
accepted by the target group and that the extended duration of driver
training increased their probability of passing the practical driving test at
the first attempt. The project showed that the extension of the duration
of driver training equipped the members of the target group (first-time
applicants for a category A+ driving licence aged 39 and over) with better
driving skills.

•

The evaluation of the additional driving instruction module for category
A driving licences for people aged 39 or over recommended that this
two-lesson module be retained. The time limit on this measure that was
set in the Motor Vehicles Act Implementing Provisions [KraftfahrgesetzDurchführungsverordnung] in 2015 was removed through the 66th Amendment to these provisions (Federal Law Gazette II No. 350/2019), and the
additional two-lesson module thus became a standard part of the driving
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instruction requirements for this age group. The removal of the time limit
came into force on 27.11.2019.
•

The road safety aspects of riding a motorcycle were addressed in the Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation
and Technology’s awareness-raising campaign for two-wheelers.

2.3.4 Seat Belts
Wearing a seat belt is an important road safety measure and contributes significantly
to reducing injury severity in the event of an accident. The comparison of the severity
of the injuries sustained by car occupants who were wearing seat belts and those who
were not clearly illustrates this fact. In 2019, almost 7 % of the car occupants fatally
injured in road accidents in Austria were not wearing a seat belt. This figure lay at under
1 % for car occupants who were wearing a seat belt. The share of people who suffered
serious injuries in car accidents was likewise far higher for those who were not wearing
a seat belt (just over 26 %) than for those who were (just under 9 %).
Figure 28: Severity of injuries
for car occupants wearing/
not wearing seat belts in
2019, Source: Austrian Road
Safety Board

The Austrian Road Safety Board observes and records the seat belt wearing rate in
Austria each year. In 2019, as in the previous year, 97 % of drivers wore a seat belt. The
seat belt wearing rates for front-seat and back-seat passengers were likewise similar to
those observed in the previous year: in 2019, 98 % of front-seat passengers (2018: also
98 %) and 96 % of back-seat passengers (2018: 92 %) wore a seat belt.
Slight differences in the seat belt wearing rate can be observed between men
and women: in 2019, 98 % of female drivers and 96 % of male drivers wore seat belts.
The difference in the seat belt wearing rate is particularly striking between car (98 %)
and small van (91 %) drivers. A correlation can also be seen between the use of seat
belts by drivers and passengers: if the driver uses a seat belt, 97 % of passengers also
do so; if the driver does not use a seat belt, only 54 % of passengers use a seat belt.
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Measure implemented in 2019:
Through the ‘Kangaroo’ initiative run by AUVA and the Austrian Road Safety
Board, road safety experts visited over 60 kindergartens and schools in 2019
to raise awareness among kindergarten, pre-school and year 1 pupils of the
dangers of not wearing a seat belt. By encouraging them to talk about the
visit at home, the message is also communicated to parents and grandparents.

2.3.5 High Accident Concentration Sections and Integrated Safety
Management
A quarter of all road accidents each year occur at sites with a high concentration of
accidents. § 96 (1) of the Austrian Road Traffic Act [Straßenverkehrsordnung] stipulates
that the authorities must introduce countermeasures to reduce accidents at such sites.
Based on an analysis of the accident causes and inspection of the accident site, these
can take the form of police enforcement, traffic infrastructure or construction measures.

Measure implemented in 2019:
•

The incorporation of the Graph Integration Platform (GIP) into the elec-

tronic logging and file management system (PAD) as a new technology for
recording accident data is currently underway.

2.3.6 Fatigue and Distraction/Lack of Due Care and Attention
According to the road accident statistics compiled by Statistics Austria, distraction or
lack of due care and attention – and, in particular, the factors ‘lack of attention’, ‘lack of
concentration’ and ‘failure to notice other road users’ – was the presumed main cause of
24.7 % of fatal road accidents in Austria in 2019. This figure is slightly lower than in the
previous year (2018: 28.9 %).
Fatigue was the presumed main cause of 2.6 % of fatal road accidents in Austria in 2019, a significant rise compared to the previous year (2018: 0.8 %). Fatigue is
also frequently the cause of serious or fatal road accidents. Yet driver fatigue and the
corresponding drop in attention and concentration levels is a vastly underestimated
cause of accidents on Austria’s roads and on its motorways in particular. The number
of unreported/undetected cases is estimated to be far higher, also on an international
level. Indeed, international studies suggest that the share of road accidents caused by
fatigue lies at up to 33 % of all road accidents and up to 35 % of fatal road accidents.

Distraction or lack of due care and attention lead to delays in the
recognition of dangers and reduce reaction speed. Yet full attention
and concentration is vital for survival – especially on the roads.
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Measure implemented in 2019:
Turning assistant systems will become mandatory in the EU for newly registered heavy goods vehicles in 2022. From 2023 onwards, no new vehicles
without such driver assistance technology should be put on the roads. At the
‘Heavy Goods Vehicle Road Safety Summit’ in February 2019, the delegates
agreed that the voluntary fitting of new heavy goods vehicles and retrofitting
of existing vehicles with right-turn assistance systems should be promoted
and subsidised to already start raising road safety levels in general in 2019.
Freight companies who voluntarily retrofit their heavy goods vehicles will
receive financial support to do so. These subsidies for the voluntary retrofitting of heavy goods vehicles with turning assistant systems have been available since 2 September 2019. A total of 1 million euros is being made available
for this purpose, with companies receiving up to 25 % of the retrofitting costs
or a maximum of 900 euros per vehicle.

2.3.7 Speed Management on Rural Roads
Driving speed has a major impact on road safety. Excessive speed is a frequent cause
of road accidents in Austria. According to the road accident statistics compiled by
Statistics Austria, driving at an inappropriate speed was the presumed main cause of
24.4 % of fatal road accidents in Austria in 2019. In 2018, this figure lay at 24.1 %. The
speed management measures in the Austrian Road Safety Programme 2011–2020 focus
on rural roads and are aimed at reducing driving speeds and the maximum speed limits
on such roads.
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2.3.8 Level Crossings
Accidents on railway level crossings always attract increased public attention. Given the
severity of the consequences of such accidents, they also attract increased attention
in the media.
Table 11: Fatalities in accidents on level crossings, Source: Federal Safety Investigation
Office; Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation
and Technology
Year

Fatalities

2011

21

2012

15

2013

18

2014

12

2015

21

2016

15

2017

8

2018

6

2019

9

In accordance with the Austrian Level Crossings Act 2012 [Eisenbahnkreuzungsverordnung], all level crossings in Austria will be checked by the responsible authorities by
2024. Increased efforts are also being made to remove level crossings and replace them
with bridges and underpasses. Pursuant to § 19 of the Austrian Accident Investigation
Act [Unfalluntersuchungsgesetz], the Federal Safety Investigation Office compiles a
comprehensive report on its activities in the previous year which includes details of
its latest safety recommendations and the measures taken to address earlier safety
recommendations. The report can be downloaded (in German) at bmk.gv.at/ministerium/
sub/sicherheitsberichte.

2.3.9 Enforcement
Enforcement by the police is crucial for improving road safety. Pursuant to Article 11 of
the Austrian Federal Constitutional Law [Bundes-Verfassungsgesetz], traffic enforcement
activities in Austria are carried out by the traffic police in the nine Federal Provinces.
The goal of traffic enforcement is to increase the visible police presence on dangerous
sections of the road network as a preventive measure and to use targeted spot checks
to remove drivers who constitute a danger to other road users from the roads. The table
below provides an overview of traffic enforcement measures by the Austrian police in
the last five years.
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Table 12: Overview of traffic enforcement measures for the years 2015 to 2019,
Source: Federal Ministry of the Interior
Violations/Charges Filed
Speed

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

4,962,189

5,179,485

5,205,417

5,317,980

5,947,985

26,327

27,896

28,109

28,067

30,930

103,214

98,414

102,039

102,941

97,949

46,669

85,666

85,954

109,218

141,111

6,333

5,243

5,918

6,769

6,576

109,028

105,589

113,770

115,470

123,888

Alcohol
Failure to wear a seat belt
Safety distance
Child seat
Using a mobile phone

The police also enforce the ban on the use of mobile phones while driving. In 2019,
123,888 motorists were prosecuted or issued with an on-the-spot fine for using a mobile
phone without a hands-free system while driving.

Measure implemented in 2019:
Intensification of roadside drug checks
In 2019, a total of 4,364 motorists were charged by the police for driving
under the influence of drugs, a sharp rise of 45 % compared to the previous
year (2018: 3,011). This rise is due in part to the improved training provided to
police officers in conjunction with a pilot trial of new roadside saliva screening tests to identify potential drug-driving offenders and the deployment of
medical officers during targeted roadside spot checks.

2.3.10 Driver Education
The accident statistics indicate that most driver fatalities and injuries occur in the first
four to five years in which a person holds a driving licence. In 2019, 10,863 road users in
the 15-24-year-old age group were injured in road accidents in Austria. A further 58 road
users in this age group were killed on Austria’s roads in the same period. The number of
injured road users in this age group thus fell by around 5 % in comparison to the previous
year, while the number of fatalities increased by almost 14 % (2018: 51 fatalities).
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Measures implemented in 2019:
•

The minimum age for moped driving lessons and the moped driving
test was raised by four months, i.e. the earliest date on which potential
moped drivers can now begin driving lessons is two months prior to their
16th birthday. ‘Risk competence’ was added as a compulsory topic to the
moped driver education curriculum. Since 1 March 2019, candidates can
only take the moped driving theory exam in digital form.

•

The questions and pictures in the category C, D, F and Trailer driving
licence theory exams stemmed for the most part from the 1990s and were
thus outdated. New pictures, updated questions and new focal points
(e.g. overlooking vulnerable road users) have brought these driving tests
up to date and made them more true to reality. The work on updating this
material was completed in 2019.

2.4 Other Measures Implemented for the Road Safety
Programme 2011–2020
The Austrian Road Safety Programme 2011–2020 is organised into 17 fields of action, with
the 10 areas of intervention constituting the main priorities (see Section 2.3). Additional
measures were also taken in 2019 that cannot be directly assigned to any specific area
of intervention. Details of these measures are provided below.

Road Safety Strategy at EU Level
Work on the EU’s road safety strategy for 2021 to 2030 is currently ongoing in cooperation with the Member States. The new strategy places increased focus on key
performance indicators (KPIs) that should facilitate the improved measurement of the
impact of road safety measures and observation of road safety trends in specific areas,
e.g. speeding or drink driving.

Austrian Road Safety Strategy 2021–2030
On a national level, a Federal Road Safety Strategy for the period from 2021 to 2030 is
currently being prepared. Work began on the development of this new 10-year strategy
in early 2019 in close cooperation with the Austrian Road Safety Council. A comprehensive analysis of the fundamentals of road safety that also extended beyond Austria’s
borders to learn from best practices, served as the basis for identifying priorities,
goals, solutions, approaches and corresponding measures. In the period from March to
October 2019, a total of six workshops were held on the topics of ‘Traffic Behaviour’,
‘Vehicles/Vehicle Safety’ and ‘Infrastructure’. A further workshop on ‘Monitoring and
Indicators’ was held to establish a comprehensive ‘Toolkit of Measures’ to effectively
manage and monitor the road safety strategy. A final ‘Dissemination’ workshop focused
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on how to ‘get people on board’, entrench the topic of road safety even more deeply in
Austrian society and foster a road safety culture that is based on mutual respect and
consideration across the whole country. The work on the content of the Federal Road
Safety Strategy 2021–2030 was completed in October 2019.

Emergency Calls using the ‘eCall’ Service
The Federal Ministry of the Interior’s emergency services control centres across Austria
have been being equipped for calls using the interoperable, Europe-wide ‘eCall’ service
since October 2017. In December 2018, the pilot operation of the new ELKOS operations
control and communication software was launched at the police control centre in Styria.
In July 2020, the software was rolled out at the new police control centre in Carinthia,
thus completing its roll-out in all nine Federal Provinces in Austria.
Since the introduction of the new software, all incoming emergency calls are
handled centrally. In other words, the calls are answered and the responses organised
(coordination of the emergency police personnel) in the new emergency services control
centres. eCalls and the entry of approved police traffic reports (above all unplanned
incidents) into EVIS.AT (the Real-Time Traffic Information System in Austria) are also
handled in the traffic coordination offices in these new control centres. All vehicle
models that have gained type-approval since 31 March 2018 must be equipped with
the mandatory eCall service. A number of studies at EU level are currently investigating
the possibility of extending the eCall service to other categories of vehicles such as
motorised two-wheelers and heavy goods vehicles.

Definition of Seriously Injured Road Users
Work has been ongoing at EU level since 2016 to agree a unified definition of serious
road injuries based on the MAIS 3+ Scale (Maximum AIS – Abbreviated Injury Scale).
Due to changes in the underlying data, the calculation method in Austria is currently
under revision.
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Contacts
Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility,
Innovation and Technology
+43 800 21 53 59
servicebuero@bmk.gv.at
bmk.gv.at

Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Research
+43 1 531 20-0
ministerium@bmbwf.gv.at
bmbwf.gv.at

Federal Ministry of the Interior
+43 1 531 26-0
post@bmi.gv.at
bmi.gv.at

Federal Ministry of Justice
+43 1 526 36 86
justiz.gv.at

AIT- Austrian Institute of Technology
+43 50 550-0
office@ait.ac.at
ait.ac.at

AK - Kammer für Arbeiter und Angestellte
(Chamber of Labour)
+43 1 501 65-0
mailbox@akwien.at
arbeiterkammer.at

ARBÖ - Auto-, Motor- und Radfahrerbund Österreichs
(Austrian Automobile, Motorcycle and Cycle Club)
+43 1 891 21-0
info@arboe.at
arboe.at
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ASFINAG - Autobahnen- und Schnellstraßen-Finanzierungs-Aktiengesellschaft
+43 501 08-100 00
info@asfinag.at
asfinag.at

Austro Control
+43 51 70 30
info@austrocontrol.at
austrocontrol.at

Austrian Red Cross
+43 1 589 00-0
roteskreuz.at

AUVA – Allgemeine Unfallversicherungsanstalt
(Austrian Worker’s Compensation Board)
+43 593 93-200 00
HAL@auva.at
auva.at

City of Salzburg
+43 662 80 72-0
post@stadt-salzburg.at
stadt-salzburg.at

City of Vienna, Municipal Department 46
+43 1 811 14-0
post@ma46.wien.gv.at
wien.gv.at/kontakte/ma46

FSV - Austrian Association for Research on Road-Rail-Transport
+43 1 585 55 67-0
office@fsv.at
fsv.at

Hitradio Ö3
+43 800 600 600
hitradio@oe3.at
oe3.orf.at
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KFV – Austrian Road Safety Board
+43 57 70 77-0
kfv@kfv.at
kfv.at

ÖAMTC – Österreichischer Automobil-, Motorrad- und Touring Club
(Austrian Automobile, Motorcycle and Touring Club)
+43 1 711 990-300
office@oeamtc.at
oeamtc.at

ÖBB - Österreichische Bundesbahnen
(Austrian Federal Railways)
+43 1 930 00-0
kundenservice@pv.oebb.at
oebb.at

Österreichischer Gemeindebund
(Association of Austrian Municipalities)
+43 1 512 14 80
presse@gemeindebund.gv.at
gemeindebund.at

Österreichischer Städtebund
(Association of Austrian Cities)
+43 1 40 00-899 80
post@staedtebund.gv.at
staedtebund.gv.at

Province of Burgenland
+43 57 600-0
anbringen@bgld.gv.at
burgenland.at

Province of Carinthia
+43 50 536
ktn.gv.at

Province of Lower Austria
+43 2742 90 05-0
buergerbuero.landhaus@noel.gv.at
noe.gv.at
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Province of Salzburg
+43 662 80 42-0
post@salzburg.gv.at
salzburg.gv.at

Province of Styria
+43 316 877-0
post@stmk.gv.at
steiermark.at

Province of Tyrol
+43 512 508
post@tirol.gv.at
tirol.gv.at

Province of Upper Austria
+43 732 77 20-0
post@ooe.gv.at
land-oberoesterreich.gv.at

Province of Vorarlberg
+43 557 45 11-0
land@vorarlberg.at
vorarlberg.at

Sicherheitsforum Niederösterreich
(Safety Forum Lower Austria)
+43 664 823 84 87
office@sicherheitsforum-noe.at
sicherheitsforum-noe.at

Statistics Austria
+43 1 711 28-70 70
info@statistik.gv.at
statistik.at

VCÖ – Mobilität mit Zukunft
+43 1 893 26 97
vcoe@vcoe.at
vcoe.at
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Vienna University of Economics and Business
+43 1 313 36-0
wu.ac.at

walk-space.at
+43 699 123 75 441
office@walk-space.at
walk-space.at

Wiener Linien
+43 1 790 91 00
post@wienerlinien.at
wienerlinien.at

Wirtschaftskammer Österreich
(Austrian Economic Chamber)
+43 590 900
office@wko.at
wko.at
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